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IHSE Draco Tera KVM and VuWall Video Wall Management Solution 
Delivers Winning Combination for Control Room Operations  

 

Ideal for control center operations in defense, public safety, transportation or 
security, the IHSE/VuWall combination provides unmatched picture quality for 
immediate access to all your analytical data and visual communications. Scale 
your KVM outputs to display walls easily and confidently through a single 

integrated control interface. Give operators easy control at their fingertips 
with a robust, flexible and cost-effective solution. 
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IHSE and VuWall bring system integrators and video wall operators the perfect 
complementary technology with seamless integration between IHSE’s Draco tera KVM 
matrix and VuWall’s VuScape video wall processor, TRx AV network management 
system and the ControlVu PoE touch panel. Benefit from the best in KVM switching 
and visualization technology. 

 

The IHSE and VuWall integrated solution is already 
deployed within multiple mission-critical and 
demanding environments globally. IHSE and 
VuWall are recognized for their ability to simplify 
complex video deployments that require a large 
number of devices, while maintaining and 
controlling systems from anywhere on the network. 
Users get latency-free extension and switching of 
keyboard and mouse along with video signals at 
the highest levels of image quality. A detailed 
technical description is available. Ready for a 
deeper dive? Contact us at sales@vuwall.com. 

Features Benefits 

Visualization 
Control and visualization of all sources from the matrix switch on the 
video wall. Switch and display multiple sources simultaneously. 

Unified Platform 
Operators can quickly and easily manage and share all critical 
information from a single user interface. 

Interoperability 
Manage content from other systems like IP streams, third party 
applications and websites. 

User Friendly 
Intuitive, easy-to-use interface for: resizing and making layouts and 
presets of all windows across the complete input range of the matrix, 
accessing multiple sources from the matrix and other devices or apps. 

Touch Panel Control 
Extend local operator keyboards, where each user can easily interact 
with the matrix to switch sources directly on their consoles and 
control the video wall from a single interface. 


